2008 audi a4 stereo upgrade

For a while, it was the direct headstrong competitor of the BMW 3 series. We offer only genuine,
legal firmware for Audi A4. With this upgrade, came the ability to read SDHC cards up to 32gb,
your's can only read normal SD cards up to 2gb, This explains your other problems above.
When i did my upgrade there was little, varying or spread info to be found, so i had to figure
some of it out myself. Audi Concert Stereo Upgrade. Audi a4 B8. Specifically for the base
concert radio? Audi Symphony. SDHC card!!! By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to
our use of cookies. The same controls also configure a number of secondary functions from the
CAR menu in the new Audi A4. I have the Bluetooth controls on my steering wheel, but when
pressed the no Funct is displayed. This article applies to the Audi A4 B8 The Audi A4 is a line of
compact executive cars produced since by the German car manufacturer Audi, a subsidiary of
the Volkswagen Group.. LibreYLoco Registered User. Later I will only need to swap the main
unit over to upgrade I believe Does this mean my concert radio does not have Bluetooth
capability, or do I need to turn something on in the radio? Audi A3 Symphony. The chorus radio
is coupled to a 4 x 20 watt four-channel speaker system. AUDI - up. It has the same plug and
harness as original radio, totally plug and play. Audi Bluetooth adapter, music streaming and
hands free calls. Thanks in advance for any replies. I wanted to do 3G plus but main units are
very expensive at the moment. Shipping may take up to 3 weeks due to canceled flights. Audi
-up. The sequence of programming for Audi A4 Concert radio. If your car has the AUX External
audio input audio option, then our product is totally plug and play for your car. Please take a
look of this video first. With superior styling and acoustics, it offers a perfect blend of
aesthetics and performance. Audi A4 Symphony. Where can I download an owners manual for
audi tt. I have just bought an audi a3 SE Tdi 2. Since its release in , many creative, unique, and
performance-ridden Audi A4 mods have showed up. I recently bought a Audi A3 8L , non bose
with a sub woofer in the boot which makes it half amplified from what i gather. If your car has
factory Audi Navigation system, please don't buy it. It has the same plug and harness as
original radio,plug and play. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to
function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience
on our website. If you continue without changing your settings, we'll assume that you are happy
to receive all cookies on the Little Reddings website. However, if you would like to, you can
change your cookie settings in your browser at any time Accept. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. If you continue to use this site we will assume that
you are happy with it. People like the ability to do what they want when they leave home. You
can refer to it if you have a similar vehicle and you decide to replace it by yourself. Before you
start up any work, park your car well and unplug the negative power cable to avoid any danger.
Please prepare professional car radio dismantling tools, screwdriver, 3M electronic tape, 3M
double side tape, sleeve, cotton cloth. Above are tips on how to install and upgrade a car radio
GPS system, i really hope that is helpful. But there are many different cars with very different
structures and different functions. Besides, rear seat passengers can watch DVD disc video
from the headrest monitor while the driver using navigation on the front main unit. Your email
address will not be published. Skip to content Skip to main menu Menu. Please make sure that
all fastened wires are isolated with electrical tape. Please make sure the ignition is off to avoid
short circuit. Original car radio dash. Insert in 4PCS dismantled keys. Take the original host.
Remove the wire from original power harness. Take out the air outlet. Put the paper well in
position. Cut along red line. Effect picture after cutting. Take out control panel. Take out gear
decorated cover. Take out cigar lighter. Dismantle the cigar light metal and plastic. Remove
gasket. Pry loose, take out the decoration strop and screws. Plug well all Android cables and
original power harness plug into Android adaptor. Locked back original screws, then the holder
can be fixed well. Check all the wiring and power on to test. Installation is done. Good luck to
you! Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Recent Posts. Recent
Comments. Log in or Sign up. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are
agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. Dismiss Notice. Cookies Snack. Does anyone know

what part numbers I will need, and if the antena is already built into the rear windscreen?
Thanks in advance. If you want to do it the OEM way. Mine is the same as yours I think. I'll have
a look, two minutes. Audi Toby , Apr 24, Cheers Toby. No worries, did you find out the cause of
the other problem? I've been really busy working away. I'll have a look at your messages as
well. Thought I had as it was better for a while, but it has come back. I didn't want to nag you as
I know your a busy man. I've just bought the following 8R A cheap off of ebay because reading
another post, I thought that the black glossy units had dab. Have i made a big mistake? But I
know I didn't go through with it as it was stupidly expensive. Anthony , Apr 24, Reception is
good here in Bournemouth, wanna swap? Do you know what part number the radio was? Do
you have a concert radio? You would need lots of other parts though! LOTS lol. Page Whish I
had MMI. Why so many parts? Just a thought, but I have AMI in my glovebox. Audi Toby , Apr
25, Wow I didn't realise there was so much to it!! So glad whoever bought my car new specced
nav, ami, dab etc! Kalashnikov likes this. TahirS , Apr 13, Audigit likes this. You must log in or
sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? Add Dash Camera. Works with select Kenwood multimedia receivers.
The add to cart button is disabled because the following component is not selected:. Android
Auto was designed with safety in mind. Some features, applications, and services are not
available in all areas. For details, see: The system is completely offline, meaning no reliance on
a mobile phone or 4G connection, and it comes preloaded with the complete digital collection of
Hema Maps preloaded. Once the Navigation System is connected to the Kenwood Head Unit,
the Navigation Icon on the screen will allow the navigation to be easily accessed. Other units
may be compatible, thorough testing of different models will continue and this list will continue
to be updated. Camera Dimensions : Wmm x H Get a quick installation quote Call for an instant
quote during business hours , or use the contact form below. Contact sales ppacaraudio.
Choose Reverse Camera Below. Add-Ons Option Total:. This field is for validation purposes and
should be left unchanged. Related Products. In-Store order pickup option is currently
unavailable. We apologise for any inconvenience. Due to most of Factory infotainment systems
those came out before Apple CarPlay equipped one, will not have video inputs to support
connecting your phone. Furthermore, even if for brand new vehicles, not every vehicle come
with Apple CarPlay system. Having said that, early Audi models from , or even brand new bases
models are either nowhere near having CarPlay nor have to purchase it as an optional package
before car gets delivered. So the questions are, Will Audi provide support for those cases, and
will owners in that situation not be able to get one in their vehicle? In our opinion, the answers
are No and Yes. Us Naviplus team, have been offering smartphone Mirroring System for AUDI
vehicles for last couple of years, throughout Australia and our customers from overseas mainly from Europe. And now, we are officially providing an Apple CarPlay also, for those Audi
vehicles from to current, with 3G Audi setup - covers. Without change nor removal of anything
from the vehicle, we provide complete retrofit type Apple CarPlay Platform into Audi's Factory
Audio screen. Which will result with Apple CarPlay system to be displayed on the existing
Audio screen - regardless of the screen size nor audio difference, and you will be able to
connect your iPhone to dedicated USB port, and control with existing MMi controller or
touching the screen with touch screen overlay. Which works like below. OR, Touch the screen
to select and use apps. Those of you are seeing this blog post right now, may have some
knowledge or have basic idea of what Apple CarPlay is and how it actually works - yet for those
of you who aren't , let us breakdown the benefit of having CarPlay in your Audi. If you still need
to use your phone while driving, at least use it through car audio screen with full control of
essential features, supported by Apple. Hands-free phone and messaging â€” Make calls and
send messages without taking your hands off the wheel, via Phone and iMessage. Info and
assistance â€” Get weather, traffic, commute information and more organized into simple cards.
Bring your music â€” Listen to your music and playlists in the car with your built-in stereo
system. Well known accuracy and Live Traffic service provided by Apple Map's Navigation
along with its great voice command and recognition - It will come in to your Audi's Audio
screen. Consider that quite lots of Audi base models didn't come with Navigation at all, this
could be a best option for your Audi, with getting Sat Nav that uses real time traffic and cost
free Map update. With bare minimum consumption of mobile data from your iphone, It will
provide latest GPS Map info, Live Traffic, fastest route for your destination and stress free of
map update. Not to mention It will search wherever you want to go with simple voice command.
If you are in the car, Odds are that you want to listen to music while driving, even want more if
you happened to have some flyest jams in your phone. With Apple CarPlay, along with Music
App and Spotify that everyone uses, It will provide live stream of music through car speakers,
without touching your phone for just 1 second. Whilst Apple CarPlay is involved with an idea of

'using mobile phone while driving', at the same time it's set to offer a safer driving experience.
There will be a time that you will need to check your phone while driving, and it is indeed
dangerous act for both you and others on the road. Luckily, Apple CarPlay supports Messaging
function, that reads out the message to you and reply to it without you actually touching the
phone. Also with Phone call, whether It will collaborate with Factory fitted bluetooth phone call
feature, and also own phone call mic and more. And compatible with vehicles of below:. Audi A1
- Current. Audi A3 8P - Current. Audi A4 B8 - Audi A5 8T - Audi Q3 - Current. Audi Q5 - Audi Q7 All of them are supported, however be advised that There are components difference between.
Which, We confirm with confidence that this will work with above vehicle, without any change
nor removal from the car in terms of appearance and feature wise. Thank you for reading, and
click below link if you require a further information. Featured Posts. Naviplus has moved to a
new home - in Clayton. Upgraded to VW Composition Touch 6. Brand New MY Recent Posts.
Volkswagen Caddy - Reverse Camera Integration. Smartphone Integration package - for Audi Q7
4M. Wireless Android auto - VF Commodore. Installation gallery from November - bit of this and
bit of that. New product updates - 4th week of September. February 4 4 posts November 3 3
posts October 1 1 post September 5 5 posts August 4 4 posts July 3 3 posts May 4 4 posts April
3 3 posts December 1 1 post September 1 1 post August 1 1 post July 1 1 post. Follow Us. Enjoy
your journey from the first second you start your car. When Alpine decided to develop an
infotainment system for Audi drivers, we had only one goal in mind: to create a high-end system
that exceeds all the expectations Audi owners may have. The result is a premium infotainment
system that perfectly integrates into the Audi A4, A5 and Q5 to bring the latest media
compatibility, cutting-edge navigation technology and audiophile sound quality to your vehicle.
Perfect vehicle integration with premium components. Performance without compromise.
Welcome to Alpine Style. This is the ultimate infotainment system for your Audi: enjoy an
audiophile sound experience, brilliant picture quality with touch screen operation, and the latest
digital media compatibility. High-Resolution Touch Screen The 7-inch This allows navigation
maps to be displayed in stunning detail, while movies or video clips become a real cinematic
experience. The user interface is very intuitive and is designed to perfectly integrate into your
vehicle. The original audio control panel is replaced by an Alpine panel that allows direct access
to audio sources, navigation, rear view camera and more. The Alpine system is fully compatible
with the latest smartphones such as the iPhone 6 and the Samsung Galaxy S6. This offers many
advantages: you can enjoy digital content stored on your phone such as music or video files,
access your phonebook or simply charge your phone. You can even activate Siri and
voice-control your iPhone for maximum comfort and driving safety. A very intuitive user
interface makes operation very easy. Big Screen Entertainment The Alpine system allows you to
enjoy movies, music videos or TV shows from many different sources, such as DVDs from the
optional optical drive, USB sticks, the latest smartphones with HDMI output or portable video
devices optional cables or adapters are required. You can also connect your iPod or iPhone to
enjoy your video content on the high-resolution 7-inch display. For driving safety the video
playback feature is only available if the vehicle is not in motion. DAB also offers many other
advantages over traditional FM radio: choose from a much wider range of radio stations and
after the initial station scan you can easily select your desired channels from an alphabetic and
genre list of available stations. Upgrade your Alpine infotainment system with DVD playback
capability. It uses HDMI technology for stunning image quality and can be fully controlled from
the touch screen or the Alpine control panel. Alpine is known worldwide for excellent sound
quality. Our audio specialists engineered the XD-Q5 with the greatest attention to detail â€”
from selection of high-grade components to precision audio tuning â€” to deliver a truly
high-end sound experience for your Audi. The system also offers many sound adjustment
functions such as digital time correction and professional equalisation to allow users to adjust
the system to their own preferences. The integrated premium navigation system is the perfect
co-pilot, whether for a long vacation journey, a business trip to another city or simply a family
weekend to the countryside. Use the virtual keyboard to input destination addresses and
operate all navigation settings. You can input postal codes for all European countries, which
makes searching for addresses quicker. The system even reads partial addresses and you can
select your own language from 33 different keyboards. Lane Guidance lets the driver know
which is the best lane to be in, while Dynamic TMC Route Guidance provides live traffic
information for avoiding traffic jams and recalculates the route if necessary. View maps in 3D
with detailed buildings and landmarks. This feature helps you to better orientate yourself in big
cities. Speed restriction display and speed camera warnings not available in France give you
further driving assistance. This eliminates the need to switch between different applications.
You can switch from full screen to One Look view with just a swipe on the display. You can
easily search for POIs by category, name, distance and other criteria. This is very helpful when

looking for a specific restaurant franchise or a specific gas station brand nearby. Restaurant
information includes the phone number next to the address and food type â€” with a quick tap
on the screen you can call ahead and reserve a table. Important Navigation Features Extensive
map database of 47 European countries Map updates can be purchased at any time online
through naviextras. This saves cost by updating only what is necessary. Address search with
postcode input including 7-digit UK postcodes Smart routes: the system database stores
historic traffic patterns and uses them to choose the best route depending on the time of day
and day of week High-resolution maps Includes full free-of-charge map update within first 30
days. It requires extensive research and detailed understanding of a vehicle to design an
infotainment system that per fectly integrates with its electronic systems. Audi uses the main
display to show vehicle settings and warning messages such as low oil level. The Alpine
system is fully compatible with the Audi electronic systems and can therefore display all menus
and warnings. We even redesigned most of the graphics to look very modern. The optional rear
view camera HCE-CRD automatically activates when reversing and also mutes the audio so you
can hear the parking sensor signals. You even have a choice of four viewing modes including
Multiview that splits the screen to provide a clearer view of both left and right behind the car.
Alpine offers the choice of a high-end front speaker system or a full audiophile grade sound
system which includes a digital high-end amplifier with built-in DSP. Both systems are designed
and tuned to ensure an excellent sound experience in your Audi. The SPCAU front speaker
system features two high performance mid-bass woofers and two Silk Dome tweeters to
upgrade the front doors of your Audi Q5, A4 or A5 that have the original four- or eight-speaker
passive sound system. These speakers are specifically designed to work with the Alpine
Infotainment System to deliver excellent sound quality and to handle the increased power
output. By shifting the tweeter location to the mirror triangle in the doors a much better staging
impression is achieved. The Alpine door woofers deliver much deeper and stronger bass and
feature much better tonal response and overall sound quality than the factory installed system.
The sound upgrade kit includes high performance networks, all required installation parts and
even a sound deadening kit to eliminate any vibration noise inside the doors that could disturb
your sound experience. The optional digital amplifier and high performance speaker system
upgrade bring a truly amazing sound experience to your Q5, A4 or A5. The heart of the sound
system is the W high per formance digital amplifier, which delivers clean, powerful sound and
features a built-in DSP Digital Sound Processor with digital time correction. Specifically
designed and tuned for your exact Audi model, it provides a true audiophile sound experience.
In addition to the digital amplifier, the SPCAU contains a high performance centre speaker as
well as two 7. Also included are a custom fit wiring harness using original Audi type connectors
to make installation easy and professional, and installation brackets for the amplifier. Since the
system is designed for excellent front staging and sound quality, the original rear speakers can
remain in the car for rear fill. If your car is equipped with an original subwoofer it can be used as
well to complete the system. Upgrade your A3 with this premium infotainment system for the
ultimate in navigation, entertainment and sound quality. The XXL 8-inch high-resolution touch
screen brings a real cinematic experience to your dashboard â€” amazing for viewing
navigation maps, inputting destinations with the virtual keyboard or simply enjoying a movie
from your iPod, USB stick or DVD. The built-in iGo Primo 2 navigation system keeps you on
track in 48 European countries and features the latest navigation technologies and services.
Connect your Bluetooth enabled mobile phone for hands-free operation and audio streaming. It
even features a builtin DAB tuner for digital, noise-free radio reception and is ready to connect
your iPhone or iPod to enjoy audio content stored on your Apple device. Upgrade your XD-U
with an optional rear view camera for driving safety. Visit your local Alpine website for more
information on the XD-U and different camera options and accessories. In addition to
mechanical integration parts, connection adapters and a perfectly fitting trim plate it even
includes a CAN bus interface to ensure full function of the steering wheel remote control.
Please refer to the chart to identify the kit required for your A3. A high performance 8-channel
digital amplifier with DSP provides the system power and is fully programmed to match your
specific A3 model. Digital time correction ensures a perfectly centred sound experience. The
system includes a full 2-way front system containing high-end door speakers and
high-performance tweeters, plus a Watts subwoofer that fits exactly into the original Audi
subwoofer housing. The original rear speakers are connected to the amplifier as well to
complete the system. All required installation parts, cable harness and even a sound deadening
kit come included with the system. Upgrade your TT with this premium infotainment system for
the ultimate in navigation, entertainment and sound quality. This amazing rear view camera
features four viewing modes and distance lane-guides to safely park your TT. Besides regular
back view and panorama view this camera includes corner view that allows you see what is

happening on the rear left and right side of your TT â€” this comes in very handy when backing
out from a narrow parking spot or in other tight situations. Top view allows you to look straight
down at the rear for pinpoint manoeuvring when parking. This camera is compatible with the A3
system. A high-performance 8-channel digital amplifier with DSP provides the system power
and is fully programmed to match your specific TT model. The system includes a full 3-way
front system containing high-end door and midrange speakers as well as high-performance
tweeters. For Q5 Enjoy your journey from the first second you start your car. Alpine Style When
Alpine decided to develop an infotainment system for Audi drivers, we had only one goal in
mind: to create a high-end system that exceeds all the expectations Audi owners may have.
Alpine Control Panel The original audio control panel is replaced by an Alpine panel that allows
direct access to audio sources, navigation, rear view camera and more. Premium Sound Quality
Alpine is known worldwide for excellent sound quality. High Resolution Touch Screen Use the
virtual keyboard to input d
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estination addresses and operate all navigation settings. TMC Route Guidance Lane Guidance
lets the driver know which is the best lane to be in, while Dynamic TMC Route Guidance
provides live traffic information for avoiding traffic jams and recalculates the route if necessary.
Designed for your A4: the XD-A4 premium infotainment system offers the same features as the
Q5 system. Perfect System Integration It requires extensive research and detailed
understanding of a vehicle to design an infotainment system that per fectly integrates with its
electronic systems. Designed for your A5: the XD-A4 premium infotainment system. For
vehicles with right hand steering configuration choose the XD-A4R. Warning Messages Audi
uses the main display to show vehicle settings and warning messages such as low oil level.
Audiophile Grade Sound System The optional digital amplifier and high performance speaker
system upgrade bring a truly amazing sound experience to your Q5, A4 or A5. Select your car:
Q5.

